The purpose of this paper is to introduce the concept of a µ (m,n) -regular generalized star b-closed set in a bigeneralized topological space. Moreover, some basic properties and its relationship with the already existing class of closed sets are also studied.
Introduction
In 2010, Boonpok [2] introduced the concept of bigeneralized topological space (briefly BGTS) and studied its closed and open sets. Meanwhile, in 2013, a new class of set namely, regular generalized star b-closed set in topological space was introduced by K. Indirani and G. Sindhu. [8] In this paper, we introduce the concepts of µ (m,n) -regular generalized star b-closed sets and µ (m,n) -regular generalized star b-open sets and study some of their basic properties in BGTS.
Preliminaries
We recall some basic definitions and notations. Let X be a nonempty set and denote P (X) the power set of X. A subset µ of P (X) is said to be a generalized topology (briefly GT) on X if ∅ ∈ µ and an arbitrary union of elements of µ belongs to µ [4] . If µ is a GT on X, then (X, µ) is called a generalized topological space (briefly GT-space). A GT-space (X, µ) is called a strong generalized topological space if X ∈ µ.
The elements of µ are called µ-open sets and the complements of µ-open sets are called µ-closed sets. If A ⊆ X, then the interior of A denoted by i µ (A), is the union of all µ-open sets contained in A and the closure of A, denoted by c µ (A), is the intersection of all µ-closed sets containing A.
Definition 2.1 Let (X, µ) be a GT-space. A subset A of X is said to be Remark 2.3 Let (X, µ) be a GT-space and A, B be subsets of X.
(ii.) If A is µ-b closed if and only if bc µ (A) = A.
Throughout this paper, m and n are elements of the set {1, 2} where m = n.
Definition 2.4 [2]
Let X be a nonempty set and let µ 1 , µ 2 be generalized topologies on X. The triple (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) is said to be a bigeneralized topological space (briefly BGTS).
Let (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) be a BGTS and A a subset of X. The closure of A and the interior of A with respect to µ m are denoted by c µm (A) and i µm (A) respectively.
Definition 2.5 Let X be a nonempty set and let µ m , µ n be collections of subsets of X. The triple (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) is said to be a strong bigeneralized topological space if both µ m and µ n are strong generalized topologies.
Lemma 2.6 [6] Let (X, µ) be a GT-space and A ⊆ X. A is closed if and only if A = c µ (A).
Proposition 2.8 [2] Let (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) be a BGTS and A ⊆ X. Then A is (m, n)-closed if and only if A is both µ m -closed and µ n -closed in X.
Example 2.11 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {a, b} is a µ (1,2) − rgb closed set in X.
In this section we introduce µ (m,n) -regular generalized star b-closed set and investigate some of its properties. All throughout this section set X denotes the BGTS (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) unless otherwise stated.
Example 3.2 Let X = {a, b, c} and consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 = {∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and
To see this, let X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then 
Proof: Let A and B be µ (m,n) -rg * b closed sets in X and let U be any µ mregular generalized open set containing A ∪ B. Then A ⊆ U and B ⊆ U . Since A and B are µ (m,n) -rg
Then there exist µ m -rg closed set U ⊆ ∅ such that U bi µn (∅). This is a contradiction. Therefore, the empty set is µ (m,n) -rg * b open.
Proof: Let A be any µ n -b closed set in X and U be a µ m -rg open set such that
The converse of Theorem 3.9 is not true as can be seen in the next example:
Example 3.10 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {a, c} is a µ (2,1) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 2 -b closed set in X. To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {c} is a
Lemma 3.12 [12] bc µ (A) ⊆ αc µ (A) for every subset A of a GT-space (X, µ). Theorem 3.13 Every µ n -α closed set in X is µ (m,n) -rg * b closed.
Proof: Let A be any µ n -α closed set in X. Then αc µn (A) ⊆ A. Suppose that U is a µ m -rg open set such that A ⊆ U . Then αc µn (A) ⊆ U . By Lemma 3.12,
The converse of Theorem 3.13 is not true as shown in the next example: Example 3.14 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and µ 2 = {∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {b, c} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 2 -α closed set . To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {c} is a µ 1 -α closed set in X but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X while {a, b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 1 -α closed set in X. Proof: Let A be any µ n -semiclosed set in X and U be a µ m -rg open set such that A ⊆ U . Then, scµ n (A) ⊆ A. Hence, scµ n (A) ⊆ U . By Lemma 3.16,
The converse of Theorem 3.17 is not true as can be seen in the next example:
Example 3.18 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {a, c} is a µ (2,1) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 1 -semiclosed set in X. To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {c} is a µ 1 -semiclosed set in X but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X while {a, b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 1 -semiclosed set in X.
Lemma 3.20 Every µ-closed set is µ-semiclosed set.
Using Lemma 3.20 and Theorem 3.17, the following corollary holds:
The converse of Corollary 3.21 is not true as can be seen in the next example:
Example 3.22 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {b, c} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 2 -closed set in X. To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {c} is a µ 1 -closed set in X but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X while {a, b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 1 -closed set in X.
Lemma 3.24 [12] bc µ (A) ⊆ pc µ (A) for every subset A of a GT-space (X, µ).
The converse of Theorem 3.25 is not true as can be seen in the next example:
Example 3.26 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X}} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {b, c} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 2 -preclosed set in X. To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}}. Then {c} is a µ 1 -preclosed set in X but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X while {a, b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X but not a µ 1 -preclosed set in X. To see this, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {b}, {c}, {b, c}} and µ 2 ={∅, {a}, {b}, {a, b}}. Then {b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set but not a µ (1,2) -closed set.
Also, consider X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅, {a}, {a, b}, X} and µ 2 ={∅, {c}, {b, c}} on X. Then {a, c} is a µ (1,2) -closed set but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set.
Proof: Let A be an (m, n)-closed set of X and U be any µ m -rg open set con-
The converse of Theorem 3.29 is not true as can be seen in the next example:
Example 3.30 Let X = {a, b, c} with the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅,{b}, {c}, {b, c}} and µ 2 ={∅,{a},{b},{a, b}}. Then {b} is a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed but not a (1, 2)-closed. 
The converse of Theorem 3.32 is not true as can be seen in the next example.
Example 3.33 Let X = {a, b, c}. Consider the two generalized topologies µ 1 ={∅,X,{a},{a, b}} and µ 1 ={∅,{c}, {b, c}}. Then {a, c} is a µ (1,2) -rgb closed set in X but not a µ (1,2) -rg * b closed set in X.
Lemma 3.35 Let (X, µ 1 , µ 2 ) be a strong BGTS. Then X and the empty set are µ m -regular generalized closed sets in X. 
